


lnnovation in its purest form
is raw insight*the "aha" that
sets a force in motion that
Ieads io a creative applica-
tion^ Learning in iis purest
form a[so is raw insiqht-the
discovery that leeds to a new
understanding, practice, or
skilL. Granted, some learning
is a rote-hased drili" found in
motor skills. But the foun-
daticn of innovation and the
origin cf l.earning are cut from
the same e i.oth. Consider the
foLlouring two examptes.

It had been a challenging day for
Archimedes, a Greek physicist and
mathematician, and he needed a bath.
Stepping into the tub he noticed that the
water level rose. As the story goes, he
ran naked through the streets of S1,ra-

cuse, Sicily, shouting "Eureka!" It was
about 250 BC. His insight from the ele-

vated water was a new understanding
that the volume of displaced water had
to be equal to the volume of his foot. It
was the beginning of a series of innova-
tive discoveries, including Archimedes'
principle.

It had been a challenging day for
Arthur, a new supervisor, and he needed
the help of his mentor. Stepping into
his mentor's office, he briefly posed his
problem with Ted, one of Arthur's sub-
ordinates. His mentor listened patiently
and then asked, "\4ihat word would Ted

use to describe you when the two of you
talk about his performance?"

There was a long pause as if the wheels
of wisdom were turning in Arthur's head.

"I got it!" he excitedly exclaimed and he

almost ran to his cubicle to put his new
insight into practice.
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Leaders who wish to create a culture
of innovation have only to look at the
practices of an effective mentor to find
guidance. Leaders of innovation, like
effective mentors, are successful when
they ensure work (like learning) has focus
and the leader-follower relationship is
laced with safety, curiosity, acceptance,

and support.

"Edison did not set out to improve the
candlei'wrote author Gary Heil. Innova-
tion can be the serendipitous blproduct
of a completely different focus. Play-Doh
was the accidental result of an effort to
develop wallpaper cleaner. The Slinky
came about when scientists were trying
to design a spring to support sensitive
equipment on ships. And Silly Putty
was a mistake in an attempt to create a

synthetlc rubber substitute. However,
purposeful innovation needs focus.

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company is

known for extraordinary elegance and
innovative customer service. Winner of
two Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Awards, it achieved distinction through
consistently great quality across more
than B0 hotels in more than 25 countries.

A key driver of Ritz-Carlton's consis-
tency is the influence of its distinct vision
(or credo): "We are ladies and gentle-
men serving ladies and gentlemenl' All
employees are clear on that vision and its
use in the focus of their everyday tasks.

As powerful as the vision is, it is use-
less unless kept fresh and relevant. !\ihen
Ritz-Carlton employees do "lineup"-a
l0-minute stand-up meeting in every
department at every shift change-it
includes discussing answers to such
questions as "\Alhat did our credo look
Iike today?" and "\Alhat did we learn
today that might impact our guests' expe-

riences tomorrow?"
Leader-led new employee orienta-

tion always begins with a discussion on
vision, not a lecture on policies. Impor-
tant learning is tied to focus; purposeful
innovation must be as well.

Leaders ofinnovation talk about why,
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not just what. They make decisions and
evaluate results through the lens of align-
ment with focus. They dream big dreams
and help others hook their toil to a star,

not just to the sky. They celebrate inno-
vative vision-aligned efforts that fail, not
just those that succeed. They nurture a

structure that acts more like an adven-
turous tribe on a vision quest than like
a spineless unit protecting bureaucracy.
Fundamentally, they elevate innovation
from a lofty intention to a determined
pursuit for a noble cause.

Innovators, like protegds,
are brave pioneers. They
are willing to withstand
emotional "arrows in the
back" as they btaze un-
fa rnilia r territory, aban-
doning a space of inner
security to engage in
tem po ra ry recklessn ess.

Great mentors know that an emotion-
ally safe relationship is tantamount to the
risk taking and experimentation needed
for learning. Peter Senge, a:uthor of The

Fifih Discipline, said, "\Vhen we see that
to learn, we must be willing to look fool-
ish, to let another teach us, learning
doesn't always look so good anyrnore. ...

Onlywith the support and fellowship of
another can we face the dangers of learn-
ing meaningful thingsJ'

Like learning, innovation requires a

wholesome atmosphere completely free

of blame, cynicism, and disrespect. In its
purest form it is a climate of innocence.

Innocence is not a word found in most
businesses. We speak of integrity or hon-
esty. But innocence represents a standard
of purity associated largely with children.
Yet watch a group of small children at
play-they demonstrate vivid original-
ity and refreshing imagination in almost
everlthing they do.

Unfortunately, the socialization and
indoctrination that come with fitting into
a group can wring out the childlike won-
der that views the world as a playground.
Organizations need conformity and
structure, but innovation requires free-
dom and stimulation.

Gordon Macl(enzie, chief creative rev-

olutionary at Hallmark Cards, retired after
30 years to become an artist-in-residence
in the Overton Park public schools in Kan-
sas. He describes in his book Orbiting the

Giant Hairball how he asked every group
of first graders the question, "Howmany
ofyou are artists?" Almost everyhand in
the room reached for the ceiling. Howev-
er, only half of the third graders responded
affirmatively to Gordon's artist question.
And the sirth graders? Only one or two
closet artists timidly raised their hands.

Leaders of innovation work to keep all
hands in the air.

How do leaders ofinnovation grow a
climate of innocence that nurtures inno-
vation? In a word: humility. Leaders too
often associate their mantle of authority
with a requirement for detachment.

"I don't care if my employees like mei'
the swashbuckling ruler announces, "I
just want them to respect mel' Such a

view is often a preamble to emotional
distance and calculated encounters.
The headlong pursuit of aloofness as the
expression of authority invites employee
evasiveness, not employee enthusiasm.

An open-door policy is not about a

piece of furniture; it's about an attitude
of l'ulnerability. And organizations
populated by genuine, authentic
Ieaders have more than their share of
employee engagement and cutting-edge
breakthroughs.

Leaders of innovation are quick to
publicly admit a mistake. They embrace
a culture of accountability and thrive on
candid dealings and unpolluted com-
munication. They always tell the whole
truth. They abhor gossip and derisive
secrets, preferring to work in a setting
of transparency. They neutralize spirit
leeches that suck joy from what ifs and
wet-blanket hope. They are the proud



sponsor of tests, trials, and pilots. They
strive for diversity and excellence; they
expect those around them to do likewise.

"Generosity is not giving me that which
I need more than you doi' wrote phi-
losopher Khalil Gibran, "but it is giving
me that which you need more than I
do." Gifting is an assertive stance, not
a reciprocal one. True generosity is the
expression of abundance without any
expectation of a gesture in response.

Iust as great mentors are generous
with their advice and feedbacls lead-
ers ofinnovation look for opportunities
to contribute their special gifts to their
innovators.

Consultant Steve Curtin tells a great
story about the power of giving-the type
that cultivates innovation. His team of
7-year-old soccer players went to a frozen
yogurt shop for some treats after a game.

I'll let Steve tell his story.
'Anna was the first girl to receive her

yogurt. She sat by herself at one of the
tables while the other girls waited on their
yogurt orders. Anna is newto the team
while the rest of the girls have played soc-

cer together for two full seasons.

'As the other girls began receiving their
yogurts, one by one they sat together at

a table across from Anna's. One of the
girls, after receiving her order, chose to sit
with Anna. However, before she could sit
down, one of her teammates pulled her
chair over to the crowded table and said,
'Here, I(ennedy, sitwith us!'

"Instead, Kennedy slid the chair back
to Anna's table and said, 'I'm going to sit
with Annal And with that, one by one,

every girl who was seated at the crowded
table moved her chair over to Anna's
table. Kennedy's generous act of curiosity
and acceptance contributed to Anna feel-
ing valuedl'

Leaders of innovation give their
curiosity and attentiveness. They join
innovators at their tables oflabor. They
show intense and obvious interest in the
work that innovators are pursuing. They
show the inquisitiveness of grandparents

listening to a story told by their grand-
children. They ask questions Iike they are

clueless about the answer. They listen like
they are holding a ticket at a raffle. They
follow up like they were deeply grateful
for the lesson they received.

Harvard professor Rosabeth Moss
I(anter says, "Leaders are more power-
ful role models when they learn than
when they teachl' And when the lead-
er's teacher is an innovator under his
leadership, it heralds that the leader is
an adventure capitalist eager to invest
in potential and patiently wait for its
bounty.

Innovators, like prot696s, are brave pio-
neers. They are willing to withstand
emotional "arrows in the back" as they
blaze unfamiliar territory, abandoning a

space of inner security to engage in tem-
porary recklessness. What can a leader of
innovation do to support such pioneering
recklessneass? The answer is reflected in
what innovators learn about true support
when they watch how their leaders treat
"mad scientistsl'

James Cameron is a mad scientist-
and the director of two of the highest
grossing films ever made: Titanic and Aua-
/ar Apple founder and CEO Steve Iobs
was a mad scientist, too. So were Ludwig
van Beethoven, Henry Ford, and Amelia
Earhart. \A/ho could deny their gigantic

contributions or their incredible gifts?

The label "mad scientist" is not a ref-
erence to some evil maladjusted Rpe
such as Dr. Strangelove or Franken-
stein. Rather it is a catchall phrase for the
gifted, eccentric, and unconventional
oddities that occasionally enter organi-
zations. Some are nerdy, some are whiz
kids without manners, and some are

amazing talents marching to their own
drum. For most organizations they bring
mixed blessings.

Mad scientists tend to be brilliant,
visionary, perfectionist, and passion-

ately driven. They also can be extremely
bull-headed, egotistical, irreverent, and
sometimes borderline crazv.

Organizations cannot tolerate many
mad scientists because they disturb the
sanctity of stability-the antithesis of
innovation. Some organizations try to
expel them.

Rather than accommodating their
"weirdness" while acclaiming their enor-
mous triumphs, others ask them to "play
niceJ'They are told to get a coach or read
a book or see a counselor. Failing to be
valued for their contribution, most exit
for larger pastures, not just greener ones.

Every thriving organization needs a

few mad scientists. They can make us
better and more dynamic. Sure, they are
complex, challenging, and downright dif-
ficult. But the leader's affinity for these
wild ducks can be a powerful s).,rnbol that
reveals to all innovators the sincerity of
leader support.

Leaders of innovation find ways to run
interference for these employees as well
as all innovators. They are advocates and
protectors. They respectfully channel
eccentricity toward valued contribution.
They do not seek to remake or reform
but instead concentrate on shepherding
genius and showcasing gifts.

Irish poet W.B. Yeats wrote, "Educa-

tion is not the filling of a pail, but the
lighting of a firel' Yeats could have substi-
tuted the word innovation for education.
Lighting a fire is the perfect metaphor
for growing innovation. And, just as you
cannot light a fire with a wet match,
you cannot ignite an innovation-driven
organization without leaders who are
passionate about possibilities, supportive
of experimentation, and champions of
boldness.

Chip R. Bell is a customer loyalty consultant,
renownedkeynote speaker, and author of
seu eral bestselling books, includingTake Their
Breath Away t u ith lohn R. Patterson. His newest
book, with Marshall Goldsmith, ls Managers
asMentors and will be in booktores in May;
www.chipbell.com.
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